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Abstract: Personalized Web Search is a method of searching to
improve the quality and accuracy of web search. It has gained
much attention recently. The main goal of personalized web
search is to customize search results that are more relevant and
tailored to the user interests. Effective personalization needs
collecting and aggregating user information that can be private
or general. Personalized search results can be improved by
information filtering. Information Filtering is a system to remove
irrelevant or unwanted information from an information stream
based on document representations which represent users’
interest. Traditional information filtering models assume that one
user is only interested in a single topic. In statistical topic
modelling documents and collections can be represented by word
distributions. But directly applying topic models for information
filtering is insufficient to distinctively represent documents with
different semantic content. In order to alleviate these problems,
patterns are used to represent topics for information filtering.
Pattern-based representations are considered more meaningful
and more accurate to represent topics than word-based
representations. Pattern-based Topic Model (PBTM) combines
pattern mining with statistical topic modelling to generate more
discriminative and semantic rich topic representations. In the
proposed system, user information preferences are acquired as a
collection of documents from user browsing history. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation is used to perform topic modelling on the
collected documents. Word-topic assignments from LDA are used
for constructing transactional dataset. Frequent patterns are
discovered from topic models. Maximum matched Pattern-based
Topic Model is used to build user interest model representing the
user preference information from the collection of documents
and filter the incoming documents based on the user preferences
by document relevance ranking.
Keywords: Topic model, Information filtering, Pattern based
mining, User interest model

I.

INTRODUCTION

I

nformation Filtering (IF) is used to remove
irrelevant or unwanted information from an information
stream based on documents which represent user's interest.
Traditional Information Filtering models assume that one
user is only interested in a single topic and so concentrate on
term-based approach. But term-based representation suffers
from polysemy and synonymy. To overcome the limitations
of term-based approach, pattern mining based techniques
can be used. Pattern mining based techniques make use of
patterns to represent user preferences and interests
[1].Patterns are semantically meaningful than terms.
Most of the text mining techniques assume that the user's
interest is only related to a single topic. The user interests
can change over time and new topics may be added to the
document stream.
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In the proposed work, user interests are modelled in multiple
topics rather than a single topic. Topic modelling has been
widely accepted in the areas of machine learning and text
mining, etc. It was proposed to generate statistical models to
classify multiple topics in a collection of documents, and
each topic is represented by a distribution of words. Topic
modelling has become a powerful tool for unsupervised
analysis of large collection of documents. Topic modelling
[2] can automatically classify documents in a collection by a
number of topics. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA)[3] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA)[4] are two
commonly used topic modelling methods. However, there
are some problems in topic modelling when directly applied.
The first problem is that, as number of topics is predefined
topic distribution is not sufficient for document
representation. The second problem is that word based topic
representation may not distinctively represent documents
having different semantic content. To overcome these
problems, patterns are used to represent topics for
information retrieval.LDA is considered as a traditional and
effective topic modelling method that generates patterns
from words. As patterns are group of words extracted from
LDA based on occurrence of the words in the documents,
patterns represent the topics well [5].
II.

RELATED WORKS

User information needs are obtained by IF systems from
user profiles. The main objective of IF systems is to map a
set of incoming documents to a set of user relevant
documents. Traditional IF systems make use of term based
models for user profiling. The term based models like
td*idf, Okapi BM25 and weighting schemes for the bag of
words representation [6][7][8] are popular in information
filtering. However, term based models have the limitations
of polysemy and synonymy. IF systems that extract more
semantic features like phrases and patterns were used for
document representation. The n-gram was later used by data
mining techniques for text mining and classification. n-gram
is a continuous sequence of words collected from a
collection of documents [9][10].But n-gram is not
commonly used due to the low frequency of phrases. To
overcome the drawbacks of term-based methods, pattern
mining based methods have been used in IF systems to
remove repeated or unwanted patterns. However, pattern
mining methods return large patterns because sub-patterns
of frequent patterns are always frequent. Selection of
reliable patterns is very important [11].
For mining frequent patterns efficiently, algorithms like
Apriori, Prefix Span and FP tree have been proposed.
Condensed representations of frequent item sets like closed
itemsets [12], maximal itemsets [13] etc. have been
proposed to enhance efficiency of frequent item sets without
information loss. Frequent closed patterns efficiently
represented user profile and documents. This efficiency of
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frequent closed pattern is because of the predefined support
threshold, all closed patterns contain relevant information
about all frequent patterns. The synonymy problem of term
based document models was solved by the multiple topic
models by representing each topic in the topic model by a
group of semantically similar words. Language models
achieved efficient search results when incorporated with
topic models. This increased the relevance of retrieved
documents. Long-term user preferences can be extracted by
analysing content and representing in terms of latent topics
found from user profiles using probabilistic topic modelling
[14].
L.Shou et.al. Proposed a framework in which a proxy
maintains a complete hierarchical user profile with user
specified privacy requirements [15]. A publicly available
taxonomy repository Word Net is used and the user profile
is built as a rooted subtree of the repository. The user can
customize privacy requirements in his profile. When the
user submits a query for searching a generalized profile is
send with the query to the server for search. The user profile
is updated with the search results obtained. The user profile
may become too large as user interest areas widen. The
generalized user profile is send to the server with the search
query, if user has some privacy requirements or the actual
user profile is send to the server. So the time and space
complexities increase exponentially with the profile size
which is the limitation of this framework. In the proposed
work, the size of the user profile send to the server is
reduced by performing pattern based topic modelling.
III.

server and so the request size and the execution time for the
personalized search can be considerably reduced as shown
in section 4.
The proposed model for Information Filtering can be
described in two steps: User Profiling and Document
Filtering. In User Profiling, user interest model is generated
using algorithm1 as given below.

METHODOLOGY

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is implemented using
Gibbs sampling for parameter estimation and inference.LDA
was introduced by David Blei et al[4]. JGibbLDA is used as
the java implementation of LDA using Gibbs sampling. It is
found useful in application areas like Information Retrieval
(IR) where LDA focus on inferring latent topic structures
from a collection of documents. LDA considers each
document to contain multiple topics and each topic as a
distribution of words that appear in the documents. Topic
representation using word distribution and document
distribution using topic distribution are the contributions of
LDA. From the collection of documents prepared from the
user browsing history, LDA learn topics and break up the
documents according to the topics. But LDA model produce
single word based topic representations containing
ambiguous semantics. So the results from LDA are used
transactional datasets and then frequent patterns are
generated for each transactional dataset representing topics.
For a given minimum support, an itemset X is frequent if the
support of X is greater than or equal to the minimum
support. Then equivalence classes are constructed by
collecting the frequent patterns with the same frequency into
one group. In the proposed work, equivalence classes are
used to represent topics rather than frequent patterns. When
the user submits the search query, equivalence classes for
each word in the query are constructed and the cross product
of equivalence classes is computed and send to the server.
The benefit of this topic based search is that, there is no
need to send the hierarchical user profile as a whole to the

The input is a collection of documents, a minimum support
is used as threshold for a given topic and number of topics
as given by the user and generates pattern based topic
representations as output to represent the user preferences.
In the second step, relevant documents are filtered from
incoming documents based on the relevance of the
documents to the user’s needs.
In the proposed work,
for document relevance ranking Google Application
Programming Interface is used.
The flow diagram of the proposed work is shown in
Figure 3.1.The proposed system works by collecting
documents from the user search history. The collected
documents representing the user preferences are undergone
topic based modelling and result kept as user interest model.
When the user issues search query, topic based search is
done by constructing equivalence classes for each word in
the query and the cross product of equivalence classes is
computed and send to the server. Then relevant search
results are retrieved and send to the user.
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Fig. 4.1. Performance analysis1
The performance analysis1 (Fig.4.1) shows topic based
modelling provides efficient search results compared with
Word Net based search. The size of request send to the
server in topic based search is reduced while compared with
the request size of Word Net. This implies that the execution
time of search will be reduced in topic based search.

Fig.3.1. Flow diagram
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed system was implemented using Java Netbeans,
SQL yog and Xampp server. The dataset used for experiment
was collected from the browsing history of the user. The two
personalized search methods compared were Word Net
based search and topic model based search. As discussed in
the methodology, first the hierarchical user profile was
constructed and user search behaviour was analysed. Then
the user was provided with Word Net based search and the
analysis of search results were performed on the basis of
relevance, request size and query time. The relevance was
analysed by plotting frequency against profile size. The
profile size is the number of distinct URLs in the user search
history and frequency is the ratio of the sum of occurrences
of each word in the visited page to number of words is the
user profile. The request size is the number of words sent to
the search server. The analysis of request size against profile
size and query time against profile size were also performed.
To improve the performance of searching, pattern based
topic modelling was done and he user is provided with topic
model based search and the search results were analysed.
The search results of topic model based search showed more
relevance, reduced request size and query time. The Figure
4.1 shows the plot of request size against profile size. The
Figure 4.2 shows the plot of relevance against profile size.

Fig.4.2 Performance analysis2
The performance analysis2 (Fig.4.2) shows that topic based
search provides more relevant search results to the user
compared to Word Net based search.
V.

CONCLUSION

The user profile was constructed as a hierarchical structure
based on the user preferences collected from user search
history. After getting keywords from each URL visited,
word relations like hypernyms, hyponyms and synonyms
were drawn from WordNet repository for each keyword.
Related words are kept in a database and used for
constructing user profile tree. The profile tree was built up
to three levels in the proposed system. A pattern enhanced
topic model is proposed for information filtering for
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improving personalized search efficiency. The proposed
work models user preferences across multiple topics by
generating pattern enhanced topic representations. Incoming
documents are filtered based on relevance with user
preferences. In this work, performance analysis based on
request size send to the server and relevance of search
results with user needs are done. It is concluded that the size
of request send to server was considerably reduced in topic
based search and the relevance of search result is also
improved in topic based search.
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